Car-Free Parks

Trial Closures a Success!
Car-free summers are the ticket. A new DOT study finds
traffic lightest in Central and Prospect Parks in July, just as
demand for breezy, open space for walking, jogging and
cycling peaks.
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n February, the New York City
Department of Transportation released
its final report on the fractional closure
of the Central and Prospect Park Loop
Drives. The study, aptly named “Central Park
/ Prospect Park: Closure of the Park Drives in
Off-Peak Direction,” contained great news
and fierce corroboration for car-free park supporters.
The first and most significant of the
report’s findings was that “the pilot project
was successful and could be made permanent”
in both Central and Prospect
Parks This assertion by the
DOT substantiates the long
standing and hotly contested
claim of car-free park campaigners that increases in carfree hours and car-free areas in
New York City’s crown jewel
parks have never resulted in
significant traffic impacts.
The study also found that
“impacts were least pronounced in July when overall
traffic volumes were approximately 15% below May and September levels.”
Again, this conclusion confirms what car-free
park stalwarts have long maintained: closing
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Brewer have decided once theDespite
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And as if that was not reason improvement to NYC
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The study did, however, point to some enough, a car-free summer in Central
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